
 
 

Dr. Gina Allen (Oxford/UK) is chairing the ESSR ultrasound subcommittee and 

organizes this year the ESSR pre-congress ultrasound course at the Annual Meeting in 

Lisbon. Here, she gives answers to some questions you have always wanted to ask. 

 

The ultrasound course taking place this year in Lisbon is fully booked and has become 

an indispensable part of the ESSR Annual Meeting. What is new compared to the courses 

of previous years? 

 

We are returning to the subject of the hip which was last a topic 10 years ago in Genoa. 

Each year the teaching is more in-depth, as our knowledge increases and the machines 

continue to improve in resolution, so we are able to see smaller structures such as small 

nerves. 

Intervention using ultrasound is also introduced as a separate topic. 

 

Who should perform the ultrasound examination? Throughout Europe, in some 

countries sonographers do it, in perhaps the vast majority of countries it is done by 

physicians? 

 

Unfortunately, not all MSK Radiologists have embraced ultrasound as a technique, as it 

is a hands-on experience with the patient and may not be remunerated as well as MRI. 

Ultrasound is such an important technique in examining the soft tissues that it has been 

adopted by other clinicians such as Rheumatologists and Sports Physicians and is being 

performed by sonographers, in fact the Australian sonographers took the lead on this 

many years ago! It has a long learning curve but ultrasound machines are freely 

available, so some practitioners are not of a good standard. I think that the technique 

should be performed by whoever is well trained to perform it and make it freely 

available for diagnostic use. The members of the ESSR ultrasound subcommittee 

members should be seen as the experts in this field and continue to teach and guide this 

continuing interest as well as collaborating with other specialists to make sure the 

standards are higher. 



Ultrasound is also gaining momentum with its use in the guidance of intervention for 

joints, tendons and other soft tissue problems. Radiologist should embrace this. 

 

The ultrasound of the shoulder is performed by some examiners standing behind a 

sitting patient, others prefer to stand or sit in front of the patient. Should this not be 

standardised and included in a European recommendation?  

 

This depends on where you learnt your ultrasound examination technique. 

Some prefer to see the patient and scan from the front. 

As a practitioner who scans from behind, I do not need to cope with the patient’s bad 

breath or germs! More importantly scanning from behind is a much more ergonomic 

position as a sonographer and as many of us have work related musculoskeletal 

problems from doing too much ultrasound as we get older, I think not enough is talked 

about this problem when you are young and first starting to scan. 

I do not think you will be able to change the way people scan if you have already learnt! 

 

Rheumatologists primarily examine the joints on the basis of recommendations from 

their society, orthopaedists and sports physicians perform "their" way of investigation, 

as do neurologists and other specialists. Do you think that these different examination 

techniques should be harmonised, or is it better to do it depending on the referral? 

 

This depends on whether you are performing a focused study or a more global 

examination. 

Many clinicians only look at the area of interest to confirm their suspicions of a diagnosis 

that they have made clinically. This is good in rheumatology as they have a clear 

question – is there active synovitis present but may be less useful in sports medicine. 

The problem with clinicians performing US at the time of clinical assessment is that they 

will confirm their own diagnosis in some cases as a “self-fulfilling prophecy” rather than 

using the US scan as a second opinion on the patient’s symptoms. 

I think radiologists should perform a more holistic ultrasound examination. Not just 

looking at the point of interest but all other areas that are relevant to a clinical history. 

We also have the knowledge base of other imaging techniques which may be more 

appropriate especially when the US examination is negative. I also believe that we 

should examine both sides of the body when looking at an area, for example in the 

shoulder, to have the good side for comparison, so we can detect subtle abnormalities 

that our clinical colleagues will not. This is not possible with MRI due to time constraints! 

We should not be swayed by the clinical assessment as we should be performing the US 

as a standalone examination and add value to the clinical assessment. 

 

In your opinion, which technical innovations will influence the ultrasound of the 

musculoskeletal system in the near future? 



 

As one of the first researchers in strain Elastography in the Achilles in 2009 we were 

hoping this would be a thing of the future. Unfortunately, due the differences in 

technique and parameters used by different manufacturers I still not do not see a use 

where even Shear wave elastography will be mandatory in the near future. 

 

Fusion technology is exciting. Being able to fuse the images of an MRI or CT to optimise 

the use of guided intervention is going to become more prevalent as a technique. Having 

won this years MSK’s ECR presentation prize with Dr David Wilson in the use of this 

technique in Lumbar spine nerve root injections, shows that there is now interest in this 

subject. We have been working with it since 2012. 

 

Microvascular technology may also be of interest in detecting more subtle areas of 

tendinosis. This could become important in the diagnosis and injection treatments that 

we perform. 

 

 

 


